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Abstract 

Animating human face presents interesting challenges because of its familiarity as the face is the part utilized to recognize 

individuals. This paper reviewed the approaches used in facial modeling and animation and described their strengths and 

weaknesses. Realistic face animation of computer graphic models of human faces can be hard to achieve as a result of the 

many details that should be approximated in producing realistic facial expressions. Many methods have been researched to 

create more and more accurate animations that can efficiently represent human faces. We described the techniques that have 

been utilized to produce realistic facial animation. In this survey, we roughly categorized the facial modeling and animation 

approach into the following classes: blendshape or shape interpolation, parameterizations, facial action coding system-based 

approaches, moving pictures experts group-4 facial animation, physics-based muscle modeling, performance driven facial 

animation, visual speech animation. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

        Facial modelling and animation denote to methods of 

representing the face graphically on a computer system and 

animating the face in a manner consistent with real human 

movement. This is considered one of the most difficult 

functions undertaken in the area of animation, because of 

many issues. Firstly, because most of people experience 

several natural human interactions daily, humans are capable 

at recognizing unnatural face activities. Therefore, the 

smallest changeability in an animated face directly notifies 

the observer and the animation loses its naturalism. The 

human facial is a complicated system of a large number of 

muscles that require to be skillfully coordinated to consider 

actual. Another issue that shares to the difficulty of 

modelling and animation of the human facial is its variety. 

Diverse people have various face features, produced by 

various bone structures and muscle proportions. Facial 

animation has been widely used in medicine, education, 

military, entertainment and many other fields. 

        Considerable advancement has been occurred by the 

researchers from the computer graphics community, which 

have developed a large number of methods to generate high 

quality facial models. But, despite of this advancement, the 

computer synthesised human face animation still needs 

costly resources. This paper goals at providing a 

comprehensive review for the existing methods in the area of 

face modelling and animation, giving analysis to their 

strength and weakness. In this survey we pay attention to 

more recent methods, which permit the construction of 

highly realistic results. Also, the survey provides a historical 

view on the progress of these methods. 

        There are limited studies or detailed historical 

treatments of the topic. This review described facial 

modelling and animation methods. Categorizing face 

modelling and animation methods is a hard task, because 

groupings are complex by the lack of exact boundaries 

between techniques and the fact that current methods often 

integrate several approaches to produce better results. In this 

review, we categorize facial modelling and animation 

methods into the following classes: blendshape or shape 

interpolation, parameterisations, facial action coding system-

based approaches, moving pictures experts group-4 facial 

animation, physics-based muscle modelling, performance 

driven facial animation, visual speech animation. Fig. 1 

displays the overview of facial animation methods that 

begins from input, facial modelling, facial animation and 

output as simulation and rendering. 

II. FACIAL MODELLING AND ANIMATION METHODS 

A. Blendshape  

        There are a number of methods to facial animation. 

These include key framing utilising blendshapes or shape 

interpolation, performance-driven animation, parameterised 

https://ijeee.edu.iq/Papers/Vol18-Issue1/1570765875.pdf
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models, muscle-based. Blendshapes is a simple linear model 

of facial expression. It has driven animated characters in 

Hollywood movies, and is a standard feature of commercial 

animation packages. The beginning of the blendshape 

method is in the computer graphics industry by the 1980s. In 

1972, Frederick I. Parke first utilised the shape interpolations 

and animated the face utilising cosine interpolation. By the 

late 1980s the offset blendshape scheme became widespread 

and exist in commercial software [1]. In this variant a neutral 

facial shape is designated and the residual shapes are 

substituted by the differences between those shapes and the 

neutral one. The differences between the target shape and the 

neutral face are restricted to a small region, although it relies 

on the modeller to generate shapes with this property. This 

concept was expanded to a segmented face where separate 

parts are blended independently [2], therefore promising 

local control. A standard instance is the segmentation of a 

face into an upper part and a lower part: the upper part is 

utilised for expressing emotions, whereas the lower part 

expresses speech [3]. Despite the blendshape method is 

conceptually simple, developing such a blendshape face 

model is a labor intensive effort. In order to express a whole 

collection of realistic expressions, digital modellers often 

have to produce large libraries of blendshape targets. For 

instance, the character of Gollum in The Lord of the Rings 

had 675 targets [4]. Generating a realistically detailed model 

can be as much as a year of effort for a skilled modeller, 

including many iterations of enhancement. The Blendshape 

facial animation is the general choice for realistic human 

characters in the films production. The method has been 

utilised for lead characters in films such as King Kong [5], 

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button [6]. The simplest case 

is an interpolation between two key-frames at extreme 

positions over a time interval as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1: Overview flows of facial animation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Linear interpolation is performed on blendshapes. 

B. Parameterisation 

        The essential concept for a parameterised model is to 

build a desired face or facial expression relied on some 

number of controlling parameter values. If the model 

supports conformation parameters, it can be utilised to 

generate a range of individual faces.  

        Parameterisations identify any face and expression by a 

grouping of independent parameter values [7]. Different than 

interpolation approaches, parameterisations permit explicit 

control of particular facial configurations. Groupings of 

parameters offer a large range of facial expressions with low 

computational costs. Frederic I. Parke produced the first 3D 

parametric model of a human face [8]. The facial geometry 

is broken into parts and controlled by parameters, for 

instance, the rotation of the jaw or the direction of an eye’s 

gaze. The parameters affecting the various nodes are showed. 

A parametric facial animation system describes a set of 

parameters for the face. These are mostly the expression 

parameters for different fragments of the face, for example 

forehead, eyes, and nose and the conformation parameters 

that globally applied to the entire face. The main parameters 

for the forehead are scale and shape of forehead. The main 

parameters for the eyes are pupil size, eyelid opening, 

eyebrow colour and separation, etc. The conformation 

parameters are aspect ratio of the face, colour of the skin, etc. 

Each expression parameter affects a set of vertices of the face 

model. In this way, key frames can be defined easily. A 

complete generic parameterisation is not possible, because 

that the parameter set relies on the facial mesh topology. 

Moreover, boring manual tuning is required to set parameter 

values. The limitations of parameterisation led to the 

development of different approaches such as morphing 

between images and geometry, physically muscle-based 

animation, and performance driven animation. 

C. Facial Action Coding System 

        The most common expression coding systems are facial 

action coding system (FACS) and moving pictures experts’ 

group-4 (MPEG-4) Facial animation models. FACS was 

suggested by Ekman and Friesen in 1978 [9] and has been 

improved in 2002 [10]. It defines all the movements that can 

be seen in the face based on face anatomy. It has been utilised 

extensively in facial animation during the last few decades. 

FACS has become a typical in interpretation facial behaviour 

in science research such as psychophysiology [11], and in 

fields such as video games [12], movies [6], robots [13] and 

facial expression recognition, mapping, generation, [14–16]. 

FACS is an anatomically based system for defining all 

observable face movements. Each component of a facial 
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movement is called an Action Unit (AU). Each AU is 

identified by a number (AU1, AU3, AU20, . . . etc.).  

Samples of these action units are presented in Table I. Facial 

expressions are produced by combining the action units. For 

instance, combining AU1 (Cheeks raiser), AU4 (Lip Corner 

Puller), and AU15 (Lips Part) produces Happiness 

expression. 

        Recently, the interest in utilising the FACS for 

producing visual speech has declined. This is because two 

reasons. Firstly, nowadays most of the face models designed 

for visual speech synthesis purposes are not relied on human 

anatomy, but consist of high detailed polygon meshes and 

textures which are generally automatically computed by 3D 

scanning approaches. Normal mesh deformations are learned 

by advanced 3D motion capture methods, which is faster and 

easier than a manual explanation of the numerous muscles of 

the face and their effect on the facial appearance. Secondly, 

FACS offers many Action Units that can be utilised to 

precisely mimic certain expressions, but, these Action Units 

are less appropriate to simulate all the detailed gestures of 

the face corresponding to speech production. Such that 

FACS is not optimised for modelling visual speech. Facial 

expression generation or synthesis has recently received 

increasing attention in the facial expression modelling 

domain. Ekman and Friesen [17] developed the FACS for 

describing facial expressions with some basic face action 

units (AUs), each of which represents a basic face muscle 

movement or expression change. 

        Kumar and Sharma [18] suggested an improved Waters 

facial model utilised as an avatar for research published in 

[19], which discussed a facial animation system driven by 

the FACS in a low-bandwidth video streaming setting. To 

build facial Expressions, FACS defines 32 single Action 

Units (AUs) which are created by an underlying muscle 

action that interact in various methods. In this work 

enhancements were provided to the Waters facial model by 

enhancing its UI, adding sheet muscles, providing an 

alternative implementation to the jaw rotation function, 

introducing a new sphincter muscle model that can be 

utilised around the eyes and alterations to operation of the 

sphincter muscle utilised around the mouth. Zhou et al. [20] 

introduced a conditional difference adversarial autoencoder 

(CDAAE) to transfer AUs from absence to presence on the 

global face. This approach uses the low-resolution images, 

which could lose facial details vital for AU production. 

Pumarola et al. [21] proposed GANimation which transfers 

AUs on the whole face and generate a co-generated 

phenomenon between different AUs. For this approach it is 

difficult to generate a single AU respectively without 

touched the other AU. 

        With the recent rise of deep learning, CNN have been 

widely used to extract AU features. Zhao et al. [22] 

suggested a deep region and multi-label learning (DRML) 

system to partition the face images into 8 - 8 blocks and 

utilised individual convolutional kernels to convolve each 

block. Despite this method treats each face as a set of 

individual parts, it partitions blocks uniformly and does not 

reflect the FACS knowledge, thus leading to poor 

performance. Zhilei Liu [23], proposes an Action Unit (AU) 

level facial expression synthesis approach named Local 

Attentive Conditional Generative Adversarial Network 

(LAC-GAN) relied on face action units annotations. They 

build a model for facial action unit synthesis with more local 

texture details. In this approach local AU regions is 

integrated with conditional generative adversarial network. 

The proposed method manipulates AUs between various 

states, which learns a mapping between a facial manifold 

related to AU manipulation. Moreover, the key point of this 

approach is to do the manipulation module concentrate only 

on the generate of local AU region without touching the 

remainder identity information and the other AUs. The 

development of deep graph networks modelling has recently 

attracted increasing attention. Zhilei Liu [24] introduces an 

end-to-end deep learning framework for facial AU detection 

with graph convolutional network (GCN) for AU relation 

modelling. They use the graph convolutional network (GCN) 

[25] for AU relation modelling to support the facial AU 

detection. AU related areas are extracted; these AU areas are 

feed into some specific AU auto-encoder for deep 

representation extraction. In addition, each latent 

representation is pull into GCN as a node. 

Table I 

Sample single facial action units. 

AU FACS Name 

1 Inner Brow Raiser 

14 Dimpler 

5 Upper Lid Raiser 

17 Chin Raiser 

D. Moving Pictures Experts Group-4 

        Moving pictures experts’ group-4 (MPEG-4) is an 

object-based multimedia compression standard that permits 

encoding independently diverse scene’s audiovisual objects 

(AVO). MPEG-4 has facial definition parameter set (FDP) 

and the facial animation parameter set (FAP) which were 

designed to describe the facial shape and texture, as well as 

regenerating the animation of faces for instance speech 

pronunciation, expressions, and emotions. MPEG-4 facial 

animation outlines many parameters of a talking face in a 

standardised approach. It identifies and animates 3D face 

models by describing face definition parameters (FDP) and 

facial animation parameters (FAP). FDPs enclose 

information for building particular 3D face geometry, while 

FAPs encode motion parameters of key feature points on the 

face over time. In MPEG-4, the head is grouped into 84 

feature points (FPs), every point defines the shape of an area. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates part of the MPEG-4 feature points. After 

excluding the feature points that are not simulated by FAPs, 

68 FAPs are classified into collections. Samples of these 

collections are presented in Table II. The FAPs are two 

groups, one represents the facial expressions which consist 

of six basic emotions, i.e., surprise, anger, sadness, joy, 

disgust, and fear. The second one concentrates on facial areas 

such as the left mouth corner, the chin bottom and the right 

eyebrow. Refer to the MPEG- 4 facial animation book for 

more details about MPEG-4 facial animation standard [26]. 

        El Rhalibi et al. [27] presented a method relied on 3D 

Homura that integrate MPEG-4 standards to realistic 
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animation streams identified as Charisma, which can be 

applied for animation systems utilised with games and virtual 

characters in the web. 

E. Physics-Based Muscle Modelling 

        Many attempts have been set on physics-based muscle 

modelling to model anatomical facial behaviour. These are 

classified into three classes; mass-spring systems, vector 

representation, and layered spring meshes. Mass-spring 

approaches propagate muscle forces in an elastic spring mesh 

which models skin deformation [28]. The vector method 

deforms a facial mesh utilising motion fields in delineated 

regions of influence [29]. A mass-spring structure was 

extended into three connected mesh layers by a layered 

spring mesh [30]. 

        The limitation of blendshapes is that they provide only 

the linear subspace. Recently, researchers have tended to use 

physical simulation to achieve more expressive, non-linear 

facial animation. One of the first approaches for physics-

based facial animation was suggested by Sifakis et al. [31], 

who construct a detailed face rig comprising of a complete, 

anatomically muscle structure, generated manually from the 

actor’s medical data. Constructing the muscle structure for 

an actor is a time-consuming process. Cong et al. [32] 

enhanced an automatic method to transfer anatomy pattern to 

target input faces. Ichim et al. [33] fit a template model of 

muscles, bones and flesh to face scans. This approach 

succeeds by resolving for the muscle activation parameters 

that best appropriate the input scans through forward 

simulation, and generates an actor physical face mesh for 

animation. Ma et al. [34] use a mass-spring system to 

construct a blendshape model which incorporates physical 

interaction. Kozlov et al. [35] concentrates on the production 

of expression-specific physical effects, however the 

drawback is that spatially-varying material parameters 

require to be painted and set manually for each expression. 

 
Fig. 3: The facial feature points defined in the MPEG-4 

standard [36]. 

 

Table II 

FAP groups in MPEG-4. 

Group Number of FAPs 

Viseme and expressions 2 

Cheeks 4 

Eyebrow 8 

Tongue 5 

Lip, Chin and Jaw 26 

 
Fig. 4: Example of physics-based facial animation [31]. 

F. Performance Driven Facial Animation 

        Performance capture is a method that uses motion 

capture technology to represent the performance of the 

character. In conventional motion capture, the face and the 

body are recorded at different times and then blended 

together. Using performance capture, the face and the body 

are captured at the same time to describe the entire 

performance of the performer. The Polar Express [37] was 

the first film to successfully use facial motion capture for an 

entire computer graphics (CG) movie as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5: Example of performance-driven facial capture 

utilising markers, used in the Polar Express [37]. 

        Artist driven manual key-frame animations may never 

capture the subtleties of a human face. The trend in facial 

animation has moved towards utilising the human face itself 

as the driver and input device for facial animation. Extracting 

information from an actual performance of facial movements 

is natural, easy, and fast which lead to the concept of 

performance-driven facial animation. A ’performance’ can 

be understood as a visual capture of an actor’s face talking 

and emoting which is utilised to extract information then 

retarget the motion onto a digital character. Williams [38] 

presented the term performance driven facial animation to 

the computer graphics society in Siggraph 1990. Since then 

there have been many studies that have extended the main 

concept. Hardware motion capture systems were familiar in 

the mid-90s and were utilised regularly in short demos [38]. 

        The process of performance driven facial animation can 

be divided into three stages: modelling, capture, and 

retargeting. The modelling stage has to do with the model of 

the human face such that it could be digitally stored, 

displayed and modified. The choice of representation does 

have an effect on the final animation as the model inherently 

limits the expressive abilities of the face. modelling 

approaches variety from mesh propagation-based 

approaches where a single 3D mesh is deformed over the 

performance [39, 40] as shown in Fig. 6, 2D and 3D 

statistical models based on PCA [41, 42], blendshape models 
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[43] and muscle based anatomical representations combined 

with deformable skin [44]. The capture stage of the 

performance driven facial animation could be supposed as 

the extraction of relevant valuable information from the input 

video such that this information could then be applied onto 

the underlying face representation to synthesise the 

animation. This capture could be achieved using approaches 

that are active or passive. Active approaches include Marker-

based capture where physical markers are located on the 

actor’s face and tracked through the performance [45]. 

Passive approaches include approaches that utilise video 

inputs of the actor’s face without any markers placed on the 

actor’s face [43]. The aim of the Retargeting stage is to adapt 

the parameters acquired from the capture step and animating 

the virtual target character. The parameters utilised to drive 

this character could be different from the obtained capture 

parameters. This is not easy task especially when the target 

character has proportions different from the actor’s face. Fig. 

7 shows an example of Retargeting an actor’s facial 

expression onto multiple target characters. 

 
Fig. 6: Example of mesh propagation being utilised for the 

underlying representation for the animation [40]. 

 
Fig. 7: Retargeting an actor’s facial expression onto 

multiple target characters [53]. 

        

A technique for computing the suitable mesh deformations 

for simulating human facial expressions is called 

performance-driven strategy [38]. This method requires a 3D 

polygon mesh illustrating a human face. This mesh could be 

hand-crafted or it could be automatically constructed 

utilising a 3D scanner. Afterward, facial gestures from a 

human speaker are captured. Speech-related deformations of 

the mesh are learned when these original gestures are 

mapped on the polygon mesh. Then, these mesh 

deformations can be utilised to animate the virtual speaker to 

synthesize new visual speech. Recently, hybrid models have 

joined physically-based methods with other approaches [46, 

35]. The recent industry standard approaches are motion 

capture, marker less [40] or marker-based [47], and 

blendshape animation, relied on extreme poses named blend 

targets, where each blend target encodes one action, i.e., 

raising an eyebrow, then multiple blend targets can be 

linearly joined. 

        Thies et al. [48] suggested a real-time photo-realistic 

facial monocular reenactment method. They track facial 

landmarks depending on a dense photometric consistency 

measure and utilise GPU-based iteratively reweighted least 

squares solver to achieve real-time frame rates. Recently, 

some commercial facial performance capture software have 

been released, for example Apple’s iPhone X application to 

animate a virtual character with its depth camera [49]. Barros 

et al. [50] introduces a method for real-time performance-

driven facial animation from monocular videos. facial 

expressions are transferred from 2D images to a 3D virtual 

character, by determining the rigid head pose and non-rigid 

face deformation from detected and tracked face landmarks. 

Blendshape models are used to map the input face into the 

facial expression space of the 3D head model. 

        Recently, deep learning approaches have shown 

interesting effort for high-quality facial performance capture. 

Olszewski et al. [51] utilised convolutional neural networks 

to recover blendshape weights corresponding to the mouth 

expression of virtual reality headset users. Laine et al. [52] 

used eep learning to learn a mapping from an actor’s image 

to the corresponding performance captured mesh, permitting 

for the appropriate capture of extra high-quality data. These 

techniques can infer coherent data through lips contacts if 

such data was present in the training set. 

G. Visual Speech Animation 

        Visual speech animation could be considered as visual 

motions of the face when humans are talking. Generating 

realistic visual speech animations corresponding to new text 

or pre-recorded audio speech input has been a hard task for 

decades. This is because human languages, generally, have a 

large vocabulary and a large number of phonemes (the basic 

units of speech), but also the phenomena of speech co-

articulation that complicates the mappings between audio 

speech signals or phonemes and visual speech motions. 

Visual speech co-articulation can be defined as follows: The 

visual appearance of a phoneme depends on the phonemes 

that come before and after it. 

        Previous researchers classified visual speech animation 

synthesis into two different categories: viseme-driven and 

data-driven approaches. Viseme-driven methods need 

animators to design key mouth shapes for phonemes to 

synthesis new speech animations. While data-driven 

methods do not require pre-designed key shapes, but 

generally require a pre-recorded facial motion database for 

synthesis purposes. Viseme-driven methods typically utilise 

some form of hand-tuned dominance function to describe 

how visual parameters representing phone-level classes are 

blended to generate the animation [54]. This typically results 

in satisfactory animation. However, the need to hand-tune 

the blending functions for each character makes the utilising 

of this method unpractical. Instead, sample-based methods 

concatenate segments of pre-recorded visual speech, where 

the segments might correspond to fixed-sized units [55, 56] 

or variable length units [57, 58]. A limitation of sample-

based methods is that good quality animation needs a large 

corpus from which units can be selected, and some form of 

smoothing is needed at the concatenation boundaries to 
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reduce the visual artifacts which result from discontinuities. 

The advantage of variable length units is that there are fewer 

concatenation boundaries, but the search is mostly more 

difficult. Moreover, the output animation is generally 

constrained to the talker and the environment of the original 

recording. Methods relied on parametric statistical models 

comprise switching linear dynamical systems [59], shared 

Gaussian process latent variable models [60], artificial neural 

networks [61], and hidden Markov models [62–64]. One of 

the noteworthy early work, Voice Puppetry [65], suggested 

an HMM-based talking face synthesis driven by speech 

signal. Xie et al. [66] suggested coupled HMMs (cHMMs) to 

model auditory-visual asynchrony. Choi et al. [67] and 

Terissi et. al [68] utilised HMM inversion (HMMI) to infer 

the visual parameters from speech signal. Zhang et al. [69] 

utilised a DNN to map speech features into HMM states, then 

further maps to synthesised faces. 

Deep Learning is a recent direction in artificial 

intelligence and machine learning research. Lately, new deep 

learning frameworks are being born, outperforming state-of-

the-art machine learning approaches. A few DNN-based 

methods have been investigated. Suwajanakorn et al. [70] 

designed an LSTM network to synthesis photo-realistic 

talking head videos of a target identity directly from speech 

feature. This system needs a number of hours of face videos 

of the target identity, which limits its application practically.  

Chung et al. [71] introduced an encoder-decoder 

convolutional neural network (CNN) model to synthesis 

talking face video from speech feature and a single face 

image of the target identity. In this work, the reduction from 

a number of hours of face videos to a single face image to 

learn the target identity is a great improvement. The main 

limitation of end-to-end synthesis is the lack of freedom for 

further manipulation of the synthesised face video. For 

instance, within a synthesised video, one might need to vary 

the gestures, facial expressions, and lighting conditions, all 

of which could be independent of the content of the speech. 

These end-to-end frameworks could not provide such 

manipulations unless these factors could be taken as extra 

inputs. However, that would significantly increase the 

amount and diversity of data required for training the 

systems. For such manipulations a modular design which 

splits the generation of key parameters and the fine details of 

synthesised face images is more flexible. Pham et al. [72] 

adopted a modular design, speech features firstly mapped to 

3D deformable shape and rotation parameters utilising an 

LSTM framework, and then a 3D animated face synthesised 

in realtime from the predicted parameters. This approach is 

improved in [73] by substituting speech features with raw 

waveforms as the input and substituting the LSTM 

framework with a convolutional architecture. Chen et al. [74] 

first transferred the auditory to face and then synthesised 

video frames conditioned on the landmarks. Song et al. [75] 

suggested a conditional recurrent adversarial network that 

integrated auditory and image features in recurrent units. 

But, the head pose generated by these 2D-based methods is 

almost fixed during talking. This drawback is caused by the 

defect inherent in 2D-based methods, since it is difficult to 

only use 2D information alone for naturally modelling the 

change of pose. They introduce 3D geometry information 

into the proposed system to simultaneously model 

personalised head pose, expression and lip synchronisation. 

        The current overview of generative adversarial network 

GANs [76] has shifted the motivation of the machine 

learning group to generative modelling. GANs contain two 

challenging networks: generative and discriminative 

networks. The generator’s target is to generate realistic 

samples while the discriminator’s target is to discriminate 

between the real and produced samples. This competition 

leads the generator to produce robustly realistic samples. 

Vougioukas [77–79] proposed an end-to-end model using 

temporal GANs for speech-driven facial animation, capable 

of generating a video of a talking head from an audio signal. 

Guo [80] introduce a GAN-based, end-to-end TTS training 

algorithm, which propose the generated sequence to GAN 

training to avoid exposure bias in autoregressive decoder. 

The suggested algorithm improves both output quality and 

generalisation of the model. 

III. METHODS COMPARISON AND EVALUATION 

        Facial blendshapes are the general option for realistic 

face animation in the film industry. They have driven 

animated characters in Hollywood movies and attracted 

many research attentions. Facial blendshapes can be 

classified into geometric and physics-based. Linear 

interpolation plays a principal role in geometric face 

blendshapes. Linear interpolation-based face blendshapes 

are general meanwhile they have the advantages of 

expressiveness, simplicity and interpretability. Despite of 

this, the following limitations have been identified in [81]. 

Facial blendshapes might be considered as samples from a 

hypothesized manifold of face expressions. Producing a new 

face shape needs enough target face shapes to sample the 

manifold and describe local linear interpolation functions. 

Generating sufficient target face shapes is typically an 

iterative and effort intensive procedure. Physics-based face 

blendshapes are to augment physics to facial blendshapes 

which has a prospect to tackle the above issue. Particularly, 

when physics-based simulations are combined with data-

driven methods, truthful face animation can be generated. 

        The weaknesses with physically-based methods 

produced by their complexity. Acquiring physics-based rigs 

configured could be a very hard and boring task for 

performers. There has been effort achieved to automate some 

of the creation of these rigs for physics based facial 

animation [81], however there is still a noteworthy amount 

of effort that has to be achieved by hand to make the rigs look 

accurate and not fall into the uncanny valley. As well as the 

complexity causing the rigs to be hard to set up, these 

complex rigs need enormous computations to compute the 

animations. These large computations make physically-

based animations inappropriate for real-time applications. 

Physics-based solutions to face animation have given the 

entertainment industry great animations that are becoming 

closer to being anatomically truthful, however the great 

amount of effort to get these rigs completed will keep the 

method from being utilised more widely. 

        MPEG-4 is could be seen as a formalisation of FACS, 

however what makes it different method is that, unlike 
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FACS, it lacks the direct correspondence between animation 

parameters and face muscles. FACS offers a very consistent 

description for the facial upper portions but it does not for 

the lower portions of the face. That restricts FACS from 

being the dominant method in the Face Animation area. 

MPEG-4 describes 66 low-level FAPs and two high-level 

FAPs. The low-level FAPs are based on the study of minimal 

face actions and are closely related to muscle actions. They 

denote a complete set of basic face actions, and therefore 

permit the representation of most natural face expressions. 

FACS clearly describe face expressions by combining the 

actions unites that are based on the face muscle. 

        Machine learning methods to face animation solve 

many of the problems found in traditional methods to face 

animation. If the data is available, precise models can be 

trained to obtain high-quality face animations. Machine 

learning needs an enormous of data to be able to train precise 

models. This type of data is not easily reachable, or is non-

existent because the method is new and is not commonly 

utilised. Without sufficient data, models can be imprecise 

and produce results that would be restrict in the uncanny 

valley. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

        Developing a facial animation comprises determining 

relevant geometric descriptions to represent the face model. 

The structured facial model should be capable to support the 

animation. 

        There are a lot of different methods to facial animation 

and it can be hard to get started with producing facial 

animation technologies. Since every approach is so 

exclusive, the amount of knowledge that transfers between 

methods is limited. Most workshops have their particular 

face animation pipelines and the lack of universal standards 

make it so there is no common method across industry. Even 

when attempting to find assistance for smaller projects, 

valuable information is difficult to come by because of the 

huge number of methods.  

        In this survey, we discuss and review several 

approaches utilised in driving the facial animation. In 

addition, we discuss the state-of-the art facial animation 

techniques. Within each method, the main ideas, and the 

strength and weakness of each approach are described in 

detail. 

V.  FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

To be able to considerably advance the field of face 

animation with machine learning, future study will be 

required to address the problems that make machine learning 

ineligible to developers. Machine learning methods to facial 

animation have had favorable results, however 

complications with model formation have prohibited its 

wide-spread utilize. Generating machine learning models 

needs a great amount of labeled data and the data sets 

essential for training a model are hard and time-consuming 

to produce. To increase utilize of machine learning in face 

animation, future work will be required to research and 

produce solutions to permit for easier model production. 
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